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Data centre performance can generally be split into two categories – resilience and energy 
efficiency. While Ecolibrium has regularly covered the latter in great detail, the issue of resilience 
is under the spotlight as a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic. Sean McGowan reports. 

Few people could categorically say their 
reliance on computers, the internet and 
digital infrastructure is the same as it 
was prior to the onset of the COVID-19 
pandemic.

From education curriculum platforms to 
business meetings, our inaccessibility to 
face-to-face has resulted in face-to-screen 
becoming our norm.

Then of course, there are the traditional 
bricks-and-mortar businesses that now 

operate almost exclusively in the 
cloud, and the abundance of streaming 
entertainment services that fill the void 
created by spending Saturday nights in 
lockdown.

All this has driven an exponential 
increase in the demand placed on data 
centres. Indeed, some reports suggest 
cloud traffic in the Asia-Pacific region 
might have grown by as much as 
45 per cent since 2019. 

What the true figure is – given the 
industry’s propensity for secrecy – 
is difficult to pinpoint. But what is 
known is that data centre resilience 
has never been as important to us.

THE RESILIENT ONES
Few businesses or organisations can 
afford to be closed when such closure 
is preventable. And never is this truer 
than in the digital age, when almost 
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 F E AT U R EF E AT U R E

SCI‑FI BECOMES REALITY
When AI does mature beyond the resources‑rich behemoths of 
Google and its ilk, serious consideration will need to be given 
as to where these systems live.

“If AI lives on the cloud, there is risk in it taking control away from the 
site itself – as well as the data security and data sovereignty risks,” 
says A.G. Coombs’ Mark Toner.

Draw your own comparison to the story of HAL the sentient computer 
in Stanley Kubrick’s 1968 sci‑fi epic 2001: A Space Odyssey.

In short, HAL did not behave. ❚

Maintaining 
uptime

Mark Toner Jon Clarke, M.AIRAH



all modern enterprises are reliant 
on digital infrastructure.

The “24x365 always on” requirement of 
data centres is referred to as availability 
or uptime. Because of its seemingly 
ubiquitous nature, the end-user only 
ever gives it the slightest thought when 
uptime’s arch nemesis, downtime, 
rears its ugly head.

Why? Because downtime costs – 
and impacts reputations.

From sending hurried customers 
into incandescent rage when they 
can’t “tap and pay”, to lost revenue, 
productivity and data, digital 
infrastructure going down is bad 
for business.

It’s why data centre operators, and their 
clients, place so much importance on 
resilience, and why new data centres are 
increasingly likely to be built to Uptime 
Institute (UTI) standards – whether or 
not they achieve formal certification.

“The Uptime Institute is a globally 
recognised standard for high-availability 
computing facilities,” says Mark Toner, 
Manager of the Data Centre and 
Telecommunication Facilities sector 
at A.G. Coombs.

Toner says most Australian commercial 
data centres are now being designed 
with UTI high availability design 
principles in mind – normally Tier 
III or Tier IV levels of availability, 
or a hybrid of the two. 

“Some data centres are certified, and 
some are not,” says Toner. “It really 
depends on the data centre’s target 
market and whether their clients 
value that certification.”

In a simplistic way, the tier level 
reflects the business application 
and the operator’s tolerance for risk. 

For example, can planned or 
maintenance-related shutdowns 
be tolerated?

An enterprise data centre that supports 
a single organisation might say yes, 
but colocation and cloud data centres 
typically have no tolerance for either 
planned or unplanned downtime. 
Rather, they need to operate non-stop 
because they support hundreds of 
customers running a broad array 
of business applications.

“The higher the tier level, the 
greater the infrastructure costs and 
operational complexity,” Toner says, 
“and the greater the expected 
reliability, resilience and uptime.”

He says high-availability facilities 
are generally ones that are 
concurrently maintainable – 
that is, they have been designed 
with the capability to isolate 
a system or part of system to 
perform maintenance or repairs 
without causing downtime. 

And this includes mechanical services 
such as cooling systems.

UPTIME IS 
THE RIGHT TIME
Maintenance is critical in keeping 
data centre infrastructure – including 
mechanical services equipment – 
operating in peak condition, and 
to reduce the risk of failure and 
maximise the life of systems.

To understand the maintenance 
impacts of UTI standards, one needs 
to understand the tier definitions 
as  defined by the Institute.

A Tier I data centre is the basic capacity 
level, where site-side shutdowns are 
required for maintenance or repair work, 
and capacity or distribution failures 
will impact the site.

Tier II data centres cover redundancy 
capacity components for power and 
cooling, and site-wide shutdowns 
for maintenance are still required. 
Capacity failures may impact a site, but 
distribution failures will impact the site.

A Tier III data centre is concurrently 
maintainable, where each and every 
capacity component and distribution 
path in a site can be removed on 
a planned basis for maintenance 
or replacement without impacting 
operations. The site is still exposed to 
an equipment failure or operator error.
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A LAYERED 
APPROACH
According to Jon Clarke, M.AIRAH, 
from Dexus, the future of data centre 
infrastructure management (DCIM) will 
see most manual interactions removed 
by artificial intelligence while mitigating 
risks – but only so long as enough 
fail‑safe fallbacks are in place.

“I have previously applied a 
three‑layered approach to critical 
infrastructure automation to provide 
for risk mitigation,” Clarke says.

This approach includes:

	■ Layer 1 – a baseline default 
mode to maintain conditions 
with limited‑to‑no reliance 
on automation.

	■ Layer 2 – a management 
level mode for functions 
like plant sequencing.

	■ Layer 3 – an enterprise layer 
for holistic operation. ❚

KEY ATTRIBUTES TO 
SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
According to A.G. Coombs, there are several key attributes 
when it comes to service and maintenance in mission-critical 
data centre facilities. These include:

	■ Partnering with specialist facility management and service provides who 
understand the nuances of working in live, mission‑critical environments.

	■ Employing dedicated technician teams that specialise in data centres, 
and who understand the technologies, the topologies and the 
downstream business impact of poor change management.

	■ Training for all technicians on the technologies and 
topologies deployed in the data centre.

	■ An accurate register of as‑built documentation.

	■ An open relationship between the operator and the service 
provider to ensure strong lines of communication.

	■ 24x365 coverage, with predefined escalation paths.

	■ Clear and consistent reporting, including trend reporting 
and photographic evidence to support. ❚



A Tier IV facility is defined as fault-
tolerant, where an individual equipment 
failure or distribution path interruption 
will not impact operations. A fault-tolerant 
site is also concurrently maintainable. 

“As you can see, the impact to service and 
maintenance depends on the tier level 
rating of the facility,” says Jon Clarke, 
M.AIRAH, Head of Smart Building
Technology at Dexus.

“As an example, Tier I allows for a deferred 
maintenance process but Tier IV does not.”

Likewise, if a data centre has been 
designed to comply with Tier III 
then it needs to be concurrently 
maintainable. This requires multiples of 
equipment to provide for redundancy, 
and a control system designed with 
islands of automation.

As an example, Clarke says when shutting 
down any plant and equipment for 
maintenance, the production of cooling 
is not interrupted, capacity is not reduced 
and there must be no impact to the 
operation of the white space (data hall).

The Uptime Institute also publishes an 
operational sustainability standard, 
within which key operational behaviours 
are defined for each tier level. 

Under this standard, the higher the 
tier objective the greater the number 
of behaviours that are applicable.

“The Tier certification,” says Clarke, 
“is intended to provide a framework 
for activities and behaviours to ensure 
best-practice processes and procedures, 
including training, are met and 

recorded with more rigour than typical 
commercial buildings.”

What the Institute does not prescribe, 
however, are specifics around frequency 
and scope of preventative maintenance 
on critical infrastructure.

This should be covered within the 
maintenance contract. In the contract 
there should be clear service level 
agreements and defined tasks for all plant 
and equipment as defined by the original 
equipment manufacturer (OEM) or as 
required for local regulatory compliance.

Clarke says a change-management 
process and permit system with 
compliance accountability is also a must.

“From my experience, a lot of operational 
issues are due to human error, 
particularly with control systems being 
left in the wrong mode or a software 
change being made without the correct 
notices and permissions,” he says.

“Most data centres have change-freeze 
periods, and these need to be accounted for.”

A lot of operational issues 
are due to human error, 
particularly with control 

systems being left in 
the wrong mode

The Uptime Institute defines tiers  
for data centre performance,  

from Tier I (lowest) to Tier IV (highest).



UNDER  
CONTROL
Similarly, rather than prescribing a 
controls methodology, the Uptime 
Institute requires that the controls 
methodology be designed and operated 
to meet the tier objective.

“The controls methodology will be 
dependent upon the type of systems 
being controlled,” says Clarke. 
“However, the ultimate outcome of 
the control system is to maintain the 
conditions in the white space to the 
design criteria and be resilient to comply 
with the requirements of the tier level.”

Controls are among the most complex 
systems found in data centres, given the 
numerous dependencies and possible 
single points of failure to consider.

Where most plant and equipment will be 
required to be turned off for maintenance 
and service, controls maintenance 
is different because the system must 
remain live at all times.

“The control system architecture 
design is so important to allow for 
independent functions of equipment 
groups that are not impacted by network 
communications issues,” Clarke says. 
“Yet it is also part of an ecosystem 
for energy efficiency and holistic 
management.”

A SMART APPROACH
According to Evren Korular, M.AIRAH, 
Systems Architect for Global Strategic 
Accounts at Schneider Electric, the 
biggest challenge in maintaining a data 
centre’s uptime is the lack of experience 
found in facility operations.

“It is a complex environment with 
ever-developing technology,” he says, 
adding that an unplanned outage 
can cost as much as $12,000 per minute 
of downtime.

“The complexity of data centre operations 
brings an increasing challenge of keeping 
up with all the things that can go wrong.”

For instance, he says power supply 
has become challenging to monitor, 
with its failure still among the most 
common reasons for data centre outages.

“It requires the skilled decision making 
of operating teams that actively 
monitor all areas of the facility,” 
Korular says of what it takes to 
keep data centres running.

Of course, because they are mission-
critical facilities, data centres are often 
full of connected smart devices that feed 
live data to the edge-control systems.

By using analytics on the edge or 
cloud, self-diagnostics and automated 
fault detection can catch anomalies 

SERVICING MISSION‑CRITICAL 
FACILITIES
According to A.G. Coombs, the key service methodologies 
that support mission-critical facilities include:

■ Regular preventive maintenance in line with OEM
recommendations and/or specifications

■ Predictive maintenance regimes (data‑driven maintenance)

■ Rotation of plant to ensure even wear and to maximise operating life‑cycle

■ Maintaining a critical onsite spare parts inventory

■ Fully documented procedures for performing maintenance tasks

■ Documented QA (quality assurance) processes to ensure
proper completion of preventative maintenance

■ Maintenance management system to track the status of maintenance

■ Tracking of asset faults to predict failures in similar equipment

■ Tracking of asset condition and asset life‑cycle, promoting active
discussion on whether maintenance regimes should be modified,
as well as refurbishment or replacement strategies.

Given the high volumes of replicated equipment to meet load and provide redundancy, 
being proactive in addressing common issues and/or failures across all like assets will 
help to avoid future failures. ❚
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as part of a continuous evaluation 
process. This leads to data-driven 
maintenance models.

“The preferred approach to service and 
maintenance in data centres is to use 
data to drive the maintenance, alongside 
preventative servicing,” says Korular.

“Smart infrastructure and connected 
assets is the critical component to 
manage complex infrastructures with 
autonomous behaviours. Software 
management tools for operations and 
maintenance can provide a single pane of 
glass through which to view all required 
procedures, infrastructure assets, 
maintenance activities and operational 
issues in one visual representation.”

THE RISE OF AI
Across the world, including here in 
Australia, we are seeing increasingly 
smart data centres – the result of doing 
things smarter from design to build, 
build to operation and in operation itself.

This new level of “smartness” has led to 
Google entrusting the management of 
cooling systems within its data centres 
to artificial intelligence (AI).

According to reports, the AI system 
implemented by Google has been in 
operation since 2016, and has reduced 
energy use attributed to cooling 
by 40 per cent by giving operators 
cooling “recommendations”.

These results have led Google to give 
AI an ever greater level of autonomy 
over its cooling systems.

Rather than recommendations from 
humans, the AI system is now used 
to directly control data centre cooling 
under the supervision of human 
data centre operators.

It does this by looking at data from 
cooling systems across Google’s data 
centres in five-minute intervals and 
using this data to predict how different 
combinations of potential actions will 
impact energy consumption.

The AI system then identifies 
which action will minimise energy 
consumption while satisfying other 
parameters such as reliability.

According to Clarke, it was only a 
matter of time before AI started to play 
a role in data centre infrastructure 
management (DCIM).

F E A T U R E

CAN WE TRUST AI?
According to Schneider Electric’s Evren Korular, M.AIRAH, the answer lies in the 
reliability of artificial intelligence – and if it’s deemed not reliable, how quickly we 
are able to determine a “not‑so‑bright” decision made by AI.

“Fifteen years ago I was working on a newspaper printing facility with control 
upgrade works,” he says. “The facility was maintaining strict temperature and 
humidity conditions at 22°C and 55 per cent RH with 2 per cent tolerance.

“During the upgrade, I queried the best operating conditions for printing machines and 
was unable to get a straight answer from the operations team. I ended up getting the 
response from the OEM, which allowed for higher environmental tolerances. Adapting 
these new settings in the facility resulted in energy savings of 12 per cent, and it also 
decreased their printing defects.”

As Korular’s example shows, it is not complex to find the optimum settings in 
single‑system settings. But when many systems are interfaced, opportunities to 
find near‑ optimum parameters can be identified only if you keep adjusting.

“This is where AI comes in to play – by tinkering or simulating the data to 
recommend ways to adjust settings to improve,” Korular says. 

“But this improvement metric will depend on the priorities of the business. 
They need to consider, before going down the AI path, whether they 
prioritise reliability, energy, life‑cycle of assets or others.”

Therefore, in mission critical environments like data centres, the application of 
AI must be managed from a viewpoint of risk.

“AI actions are applied by the trusted operators, and efficiencies are gained 
in a fish‑bowl environment,” Korular says. “This approach will be more 
autonomous over time, depending on the risk profile of the decision.” ❚



“The Google case study is interesting 
because it represents the next generation 
of system capabilities,” he says.

“Plant and equipment is getting 
smarter, and with more data available 
there will be a natural progression 
to machine-learnt autonomous 
optimisation. This will have 
an impact on service and 
maintenance routines, which will 
be fundamentally data-driven.”

Although rules-based and machine 
learning analytics software is not new, 
the level to which it can be trusted 
– particularly in mission-critical
environments – certainly is.

For example, Toner says control 
systems in data centres in which 
A.G. Coombs is involved already 
have high levels of automation. 

But in many ways, with their 
configuration, commissioning and 
testing, they continue to act as an 
extension to human hands and minds.

“AI will be a useful tool for helping 
manage mission critical facilities, 
however, given its low maturity right 
now – and the importance of facilities 
to continue to operate non-stop – it 
is currently limited to modelling and 
support only, providing information to 
operators and technicians,” he says.

While machine learning and AI 
might be the logical evolution of data 
centre infrastructure management, 
the challenge will be to give the 
technology time to learn without 
compromising reliability and uptime.

But as Google has shown, with enough 
resources, that future is near. ❚

F E A T U R E

Google is entrusting the management of cooling systems  
within its data centres to artificial intelligence (AI).




